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Abstract: In the human civilization man saw many phases of development so he could make the new cultures 
with the invention of modern technology by scientific experiments .in this regard even the departments also 
underwent major changes. the spectral technology was developed for the libraries to find the books thought 
the specially made library systems so  the technology was also used for the  various purpose in the library. the 
library will facilities the readers to enjoy the love of reading. so the technology is specially for instants the 
university’s use opac systems to have the access of books in the library .so the reader is a able to trace the 
entire book details in summing of mode .so the libraries are also use CC camera secret cameras, 
computerization of the books are sum of the chief characteristics of the library the technology is more actively 
use for the purpose of online journals and general programs of research in this relation the technology is used 
for the organizing of “seminars conferences” and talks by eminent and prestigious .this research institutions 
such as libraries. are used for the research and development. so all kinds of libraries face challenges and find 
out the solutions in the era of globalization privatization and liberalization. 
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Introduction: The library is the resources of knowledge. So the library is the invention of thought by humans. 
So after the old age room the medieval age the thought of library was increased so the knowledge was divided 
in to several branches. So the gift of printing press to the humanity advanced the human thought  inform of 
books so the books are segregated in to several  compartments in the library. In the modern days the 
technology is used more for the purpose of maintenance of library. The library it used the knowledge on the 
printed papers so it was formed in the form of a books and it  is used for the purpose of readings  for the future 
generations. 
 
In the modern usage of library the technology is used to access the library  also facilities  several facilities  for 
the people who use library. So the people choose their own entrusted areas of knowledge and works for it for 
the longer time. In this continuation library are able to use the technology like internet facilities to collect the 
only information’s the facilities provides special journal to access in the online. This facilities will enable 
strengthen the people interest  and encourage their abilities to improve  more. The modern library   are also 
using these journals for improve their knowledge continuously. So it became a platform to all the readers and 
the writings and the reach and development. 
  
Because of the more access of online journals the scholars can write thesis  in the better way. 
 
1. The library  are using computer to access the library information for immediate information’s so the special 

software is design such as opac so this software is able  to trace the titles of books and its related 
information’s so that the students can access the  information’s about the books and major theorems of the 
books. 

2. The library technology is used for tracing the books by numbering and the barcode  suffers so that the 
books can be traced without any difficulty.  The library will also make use of the staff  and non staff for the  
protection of books at the same time the library also used the automatic check up by the checking 
machines so no books  will be taken by the readers. 

3. The library will make of “cease fire gasses” tins so that the library will be kept safe from the fire accidents. 
4. So the issue of internet facilities the library can be connected will be other more libraries so that  the people 

can students here the facility. 
5. However the modern library are technically equipped with more furniture and  comports   to the students 

so that they will help the students to keep them in  the library for the longer hours. 
6. In the modern days it is  so natural to use the power supply to all the sections of library so that the library 

can be made  use by the students . 
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However the books are cleaned with the air  vaccumes and chemicals are used to keep the books cleaned and 
safety from the insects. 
In the modern life usage of library is  moreover technologies equipped library are used.   So the library can be 
used by all sections of people.  In the worldwide trends library also played a key role for the  development of 
the world.  When a library is more advance technologically the  scholars  will be increase.  The world  famous 
library are set up in the universities  with all facilities.  In the western century  the library  are more advanced 
than the developing country in the modern age so the  under developed and  developing countries always 
depend on the western  libraries to import the knowledge  about the library science. 
 
In the era of globalization, liberization and privatizations the modern technology is used more it is not other in 
the form of books and colors printings but also in the form of CD’s, DVD’s and home theatre for the use.  So 
the library is equipped with the technological equipments.  In this context, Indian library also make use of 
libraries for instance the English and Foreign Language University Library make use of all the necessary 
facilities.  So the library use for the welfare of  the economic.   The library will also make use of general 
facilities such as the Food Courts and Water facilities technically the library is also makings use of the enough 
with the dynamos for without interruptions of students  attention towards the books  in this  way libraries 
keep the books and other materials safe with the use of  Surveillance so that no one can misuse are destroy the 
books are any form of knowledge in devices. 
 
So the library will be kept safe without theft of books in this way the modern libraries make use of the 
technology .For more information and the growth of knowledge in the modern era.  So in India this situation 
has to be changed and it has library have to be well equipped with good technologies to help the students once 
able to access the knowledge for the growth of the economy. 
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